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EILEEN FISHER’s celebrated sustainability story “Vision2020,” isn’t just
about the iconic leader, the visionary employee, the conscious
customer or the ethical supplier. It’s about how the entire system
came together to create something better than any one of us could do
alone. This is a story of the transformation of a business from several
disconnected parts to a single, living, regenerative entity.

Here's the story as told by told by Sara Schley,

CEO of Seed Systems and Amy Hall, VP of

Social Consciousness at EILEEN FISHER.

empowerment, and environmental

sustainability. Social Consciousness (SC) was

meant to convey the sense that these values

are not ours alone to be responsible for, but

rather owned collectively by all internal and

external stakeholders.

 

The newly named Social Consciousness

department (eventually consisting of two

environmental sustainability experts, two

human rights specialists, and two

philanthropy facilitators) held the reins to

these commitments. We built cross-functional

teams to think together about “eco-preferred

product” We initiated partnerships with

groups like Textile Exchange, Native Energy,

and Ceres/BICEP. And we created a “Fiber

Ranking Tool” to help our designers make the

best choices around materials. But we didn’t

yet have goals in place around fibers, carbon,

or living wages.

Amy: I joined the company in 1993 when we

were still a small business, just beginning to

have a major growth spurt. At that time, our

product was known for timeless design and

natural fibers. It was a big deal when we tried

our hand at undyed wool sweaters or fleece

jackets made of recycled water bottles. These

were one-off ideas inspired by the design

possibilities, not by a collective vision around

sustainability.

 

In 2004, we started using the term “Social

Consciousness” to describe the set of values

consisting of human rights, women and girls

THE EARLY DAYS
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It’s important to note that, up to the 2010s,

we hadn’t gained a company-wide directive

from Eileen (Fisher). She knew intellectually

that this work was important, but she long

felt that we should build consensus from the

ground up rather than impose it from the

top down. This meant that concepts (like

responsible dyeing, organic fibers, or supply

chain living wages) were largely introduced

by the SC team, often facing resistance from

colleagues who may not have shared the

same passion for environmental

sustainability or social well-being.

Actualizing these concepts was often a time-

consuming and frustrating endeavor.

Sara: Amy and I began our sustainability

careers at the same time. In 1993, I was

working for the MIT Organizational Learning

Center, a systems “think tank” consulting

with clients like Ford and PacBell and Shell

Oil. At Shell we ran a year-long program

helping leaders improve their effectiveness

through a systems approach to the business.

It hit me like the proverbial “2 by 4”, at the

end of that year, that if I was

We defined “Eco-preferred,” as
any product that was made of
organic or recycled fiber, undyed
and/or dyed using “bluesign” —
3rd party certified — chemistry.
We created a Material Ranking
Tool to set a measurable bar that
products needed to achieve to
be considered Eco-preferred.

increasing Shell’s productivity extracting

fossil fuels, I was an unintended accomplice

in accelerating the destruction of the planet.

That had to stop. With an intent to use the

same powerful systems thinking tools for

something good, we launched the Sol

Sustainability Consortium (SSC) a few

seasons later. The intent of the SSC was to

create a “learning community” for major

corporations to explore and enact what it

meant to be a “sustainable business.” At one

point in our early days someone showed up

to a meeting saying, “This is about sustaining

profits, right?” Well, not quite. We had a long

way to go.

 

The SSC had Nike, Ford, Shell, Xerox,

WorldBank, and several other well known

names as its members. Although by

“members” we really meant the handful of

visionary individuals (like Amy), within those

companies who wanted to make a

difference on social and environmental

issues. Unlike Amy though, most had little to

no support within their massive companies

and were isolated and lonely in pursuit of 
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business for the good of the planet. The SSC provided a respite, a safe space, a

community of kindred spirits, and a lot of shared inspiration. 

 

The SSC lasted for more than ten years. That is a story in itself, captured to some

degree in our book, The Necessary Revolution: Working Together to Create a
Sustainable World (Doubleday, 2008). We met twice a year for four days each with this

group of about 30 or so folks. These gatherings were hosted by one of the member

companies. For example, we traveled from Interface in Atlanta one spring to Nike in

Portland the following fall.  (Remember when we all gathered in packs without giving

it a second thought?) 

Then in 2004, Bill Ford, the great-grandson of Henry and then CEO of Ford Motor

Company, invited us to do a larger “Business Forum for Sustainability,” where we

invited a wide array of business leaders. More than 300 people showed up at Ford

Headquarters in Dearborn, MI. A significant moment in this present story because it

was there that I met the great and powerful Amy Hall, leader of Social Consciousness

at EILEEN FISHER. Though I would need to be reminded of that encounter by Amy,

when we next spoke eight years later. (I guess I was distracted by the 300 folks in the

room.) Apparently, Amy remembered me because I was the only woman “up front”

helping to convene and facilitate the gathering amidst a whole bunch of guys. No

surprise in those days, we women were always in the minority at business gatherings.

Except at EILEEN FISHER it turns out. But as I mentioned, I wouldn’t learn that for

another eight years, in 2012, thanks to Amy.
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Amy: In 2012, Eileen did something she’d

never done before and hasn’t done since. She

traveled to two parts of our supply chain: Los

Angeles and China. Perhaps she was

interested in learning more about how our

clothes were made, or maybe she had

become more concerned about global

warming. Whatever it was, change was in the

air. Eileen had been in business for 28 years

and had built a strong team of creative

leaders, whose opinions she valued greatly.

She traveled with them to gain new insights

into how our product was created, beginning

at the fiber source. 

 

PIVOTAL MOMENT #1:
EILEEN GOES TO CHINA

In China, the team visited the factory to see

the people who make our silk garments. And,

they traveled to a farm to see where the silk

originated. 

 

Eileen was struck by the stories she heard

from the silk workers. And she was even more

riveted by a stark fact: the world’s demand for

water would exceed supply by 40% in the year

2030. Without sufficient water, farms would

not be able to produce our fibers, and the

fabrics could not be dyed. For Eileen, water

scarcity shifted from a humanitarian issue to a

business call to action. 
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When Eileen returned from that supply chain trip, she felt a new calling. It was no longer

good enough to chip away at our environmental and social commitments. We needed to

radically change our approach and accelerate our work if we were to have a business at all by

2030. After all, our product relies on water – to grow the fibers, to process the materials, and

to nourish the people in our supply chain. And, it relies on the well-being of all involved at

every stage of the production process. This marked the birth of Eileen’s now iconic phrase,

“Business as a Movement.” Business could do more than make a profit; it could galvanize all

stakeholders - suppliers, customers, employees and industry peers - for positive

environmental and social change.

 

Upon returning from the supply chain trip, Eileen called Candice Reffe, a brilliant Co-Creative

Officer, and asked her to partner with me on a new way forward. We needed to do it quickly

and in a way that hadn’t been tried before. This fresh approach would have to re-energize the

company around a bold sustainability vision.
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Sara: Unbeknownst to Amy, I was already

a big fan of EILEEN FISHER the brand.

When I graduated from college and hit

the job market, near the beginning of

EILEEN FISHER’s conception, my very

elegant mom decided the T-shirts and

ripped jeans that were my fashion go-to

at the time, would not do it for

professional work attire. She began

sending me EILEEN FISHER outfits, and

perhaps, to her surprise, I loved them.

They were stylish, comfortable, easy to

look great in, and allowed for light

packing on the road. EILEEN became my

signature professional look and long

before I met her, I began calling myself

the “poster girl” for EILEEN FISHER.

Prescient perhaps? I had no idea…. 

Fast forward to circa 2005 when I first

“met” Eileen herself – along with about

1000 other people in the audience at a

“Women in Power” conference in New

York City. Like for so many others, it was

love at first sight. Eileen was humble,

warm, lovely as she supported socially

conscious women business owners and

NGOs addressing women’s and girls’

empowerment. I’d met very few women

CEOs and even fewer who were kind-

hearted and dedicated to social justice.

So when Amy and I connected again in

2012, I was already smitten with EILEEN

FISHER – the brand and the woman -- and

would walk barefoot over coals to partner

with her.

I WAS ALREADY SMITTEN WITH
EILEEN FISHER — THE BRAND
AND THE WOMAN — AND WOULD
WALK BAREFOOT OVER COALS
TO PARTNER WITH HER.
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Amy: In one of those random events of life, I

happened to receive an invitation to a webinar

called, “Leading from the Inside Out.” The

facilitator was Sara Schley. Maybe Sara is your
path forward. I thought to myself. So, I signed

up for the webinar.  

Sara and I subsequently talked, and I invited

her to meet Candice and other key partners in

the company. It was December 2012, and all I

remember thinking was, I hope everyone else

likes Sara as much as I do. Luckily, they did. She

was spiritually connected to the planet, she

understood the brand and our unconventional

way of problem-solving (which relied heavily on

intuition and consensus-building), and she was

adaptable - even within her own systems-

thinking framework.
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Everything started moving forward when we hired

Sara to lead an off-site, where we would bring key

internal colleagues together for a shared visioning

exercise. This event was so momentous, it has

become legendary within the company. We call the

event, “Won Dharma,” named after the Buddhist

meditation retreat in upstate New York where it

took place.

Here’s how the off-site unfolded. Sara asked Candice

and me to name 20 decision-makers and influencers

who were all involved in a single system. A system?

That was a new concept to us. Sara further explained

that we should think about an aspect of the

business with the biggest impact on the earth and

people. Then name everyone involved in that effort.

That made it perfectly clear: we would invite key

players involved in the system of making the clothes:

The leaders of Design, Merchandising,

Manufacturing, Product Development, Social

Consciousness, and Eileen’s team. We hoped Eileen

would join, too, but we weren’t holding our breath.

Candice was key to gathering the group; her role as

a senior leader - and her conviction about the

urgency of our environmental and social impact -

were undeniable. Also, who can resist a three-day

off-site in the foothills of the Catskill Mountains?

Sara: I was thrilled that Amy and Candice said, “Yes”

to this unknown adventure. At this point we barely

knew each other. Yet Amy was, “Sure, let’s give it a

try.” She told me, “We will get there (to sustainability)

one way or another, but I think we might get there

quicker with you, Sara. OK let’s do it!”

 

PIVOTAL MOMENT #2:
THREE DAYS OFF-SITE WITH
THE SYSTEM IN THE ROOM 
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At this point I’d been “doing sustainability” in

business for about 20 years. A lot of attempts.

A lot of failures. I had worked in depth with

my partner Joe Laur with 100 leaders at Nike

over the course of a couple of years to create a

sustainability culture using system thinking. A

story in itself. We’d lead the consortium of

companies described above for over a decade.

We’d designed courses, written articles,

articulated theories, and created practices. So

I had a sense of what would be ideal. I said to

Amy and Candice, “Give us three days back-to-

back in intensive immersion. Off-site in a

beautiful place. No phones. First day

audacious vision, 2nd day systems thinking in

action, 3rd day strategy, leverage, action

planning, commitments. At the end of it we’ll 

either fall in love or split up. You get to

decide.” To my surprise and delight they said,

“Yes.” Game on!

I knew we needed to bring the “System in the

Room:” the system of people who created the

current model of how they did business, from

“concept to closet” together. From Systems

theory we knew it wouldn’t be enough for

Amy and her colleagues from Social

Consciousness to do the work alone. We

would need the leaders of Design and

Manufacturing and Business Planning and

more in the room. We would also need the

CEO, Eileen herself. In most companies these

are not the folks who typically show up for

sustainability leadership. At EF they were

invited and they came.
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It was sweater designer Julie Rubiner -- like Eileen,

a humble, elegant, leader who found Won

Dharma, a couple of hours North from New York

City EILEEN FISHER headquarters. A calming,

beautiful Amtrak ride along the Hudson River,

where as you go north, the population density

eases as the Catskill mountains emerge from the

landscape. Won Dharma as Amy mentioned, was a

Buddhist retreat center, spacious, airy with an

exquisite perfect sunset view of the mountains to

the West. It had trails meandering through the

woods, an abundance of deer and other wildlife,

organic vegan meals, daily buddhist sunrise

meditation. The room where we were to meet had

floor to ceiling massive glass windows to catch

that sunset, fresh wood floors and a state of the

art sound system. Turns out Won Dharma was

funded by the Samsung family. They knew

technology and mindfulness!

The place was perfect. 

I didn’t anticipate that the beauty of the

landscape would be matched by these Eileen

Fisher women, who arrived one by one that

afternoon decked out in Eileen’s finest. They were

kind and approachable, despite their physical

beauty and New York city flare. A touch of make

up here, a stylish sandal there, and voila, the visual

was stunning. 

I took a breath and told my rural self not to be

intimidated. 

They ranged in age from 20 something to 60

something and represented several ethnicities.

And another surprising thing: most of the over 50s

had silver (not bleached blonde hair). A cultural

gift from the trend-setting Eileen who sported a

shoulder length, impeccably cut, white style.

EILEEN HERSELF ARRIVED, PROMISING
IN CEO FASHION TO KICK-OFF THE
THREE-DAY RETREAT TO SHOW HER
SUPPORT AND THEN LEAVE AFTER A
COUPLE OF HOURS.

SHE STAYED FOR ALL THREE DAYS. 
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As Amy told you earlier, the clothing system

included people who collectively moved the

product from concept to closet and back

again: designers, manufacturers, business

planners, and more. She and Candice invited

them all: the VP of manufacturing, the VP of

business planning, the head designer, the

environmental sustainability lead. Picture your

stereotypical manufacturing guy, replace him

with a lithe, elegant, Eileen Fisher-clad,

blonde and you have Liz Wisler. To my delight

and surprise they all turned out to be women.

Every one. A shocking and healing moment

for me. In those two decades of sustainability

work and countless off-sites, meetings, and

summits, I had never been to a corporate off-

site with 100% women. I was dazzled.

Amy: By the time I arrived at Won Dharma, I

had already experienced disappointment in

many forms on the sustainability path over

the years. Yes, EILEEN FISHER had, in many

ways, been leap years ahead of its competitors

in terms of vision and values. But decisions

around human rights or sustainability were

not straightforward. Sometimes it was a battle

e would be any different.

with colleagues. Sometimes with senior leaders.

Sometimes with suppliers. All of these

challenges came from mis-matched visions and

perhaps even defensiveness toward trying

something new. I was not terribly optimistic

that the Won Dharma off-site;

Before Won Dharma, my colleague Shona

Quinn, our environmental sustainability leader,

had pulled together key thinking partners from

the design, fabric, and merchandising teams.

These folks formed a regular, cross-functional

group we called, the “eco-product team.” The

purpose of this team was to inspire, motivate,

and explore possibilities around improving the

environmental footprint of our materials and

related processes. At one of our bi-monthly

meetings, someone raised the suggestion that

we establish some guidelines around sourcing

fabric that was environmentally friendly. I was

stunned and disappointed when a colleague

replied “Oh, we couldn’t possibly do that. It

would stifle everyone’s creativity.” This

conversation took place in 2010. Three years

later, that very same colleague, Jacqui Hoffman

registered for the Won Dharma retreat.
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Danielle, a stunning 30 something mother of

two with one on the way shared her

reflections with the group.

“I was really resistant. Really? What am I going

to do with 90 minutes in the woods? I don’t

even like the woods. I decided to sit under a

tree to try to contemplate and then it hit me.

Literally it hit me. An acorn landed right on

the top of my head. Like Newton! I felt like it

was a wake-up call. Pay attention Danielle! I

actually loved that time alone. I think I’ll do it

again.”

Others expressed how they hadn’t been this

close to nature since they were kids. It felt

peaceful, calm, connected, healing. 

I had hoped that this re-membering of their

connection to nature would be a visceral way

to begin their visioning of the future they

want to create for people and planet. An

embodied knowing. Business strategy

informed by Mother Earth. And it did. When

we next introduced a classic business

visioning exercise — where do you want to be

in seven years — their answers were informed

by an embodied knowing. A newly inspired

aspiration and commitment.

Back to Won Dharma (WD). We arrived at the

site on a pristine fall day, Red, orange, yellow

hues at peak, embraced by a stellar blue sky.

The Catskill mountains, majestic to the West

and fields, woods, and a stream to our East. To

launch the retreat, I wanted to give women a

chance to reconnect with nature. With a

simple opportunity to sit alone outside for 90

minutes accompanied only by pen, paper.

A few were visibly uncomfortable. Really? An
hour in the woods? Unplugged? What will I
do? What about ticks and bugs and poison
ivy? In silence? What’s the point?

My point could not be explained in

quantitative or rational terms of “The Business

Case.” It was something visceral that you just

had to experience. 

Ninety minutes later we began collecting the

women from the woods. Each one beamed --

either because they were grateful it was over,

or because they were inspired by the

experience. We had invited them to journal on

the question, “remember the first time you felt

connected to nature.”

AN ACORN LANDED RIGHT ON THE TOP OF
MY HEAD. LIKE NEWTON! I FELT LIKE IT
WAS A WAKE-UP CALL. PAY ATTENTION
DANIELLE! I ACTUALLY LOVED THAT TIME
ALONE. I THINK I’LL DO IT AGAIN.
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PIVOTAL MOMENT #3:
LEADERS OF DESIGN, MANUFACTURING
AND BUSINESS PLANNING ALL HAVE
THE SAME SYSTEMS INSIGHT AT THE
SAME TIME.

Can you identify what the biggest impact on

carbon footprint might be in an apparel

company like EF? Maybe it’s too much of a

hint to mention that most of their clothing is

manufactured overseas? At WD, Jacqui from

design, Liz from manufacturing, and Regina

from business planning, had the opportunity

to take uninterrupted quality time together

for the first time to review and reflect on EF’s

business model as a system – rather than

seeing it through their individual silos (see

sidebar cartoon) – they realized that the

biggest leverage for impacting carbon was air

shipments versus sea shipments. Air used

obscene levels of carbon compared to sea. So

why not just ship by sea? Well of course Air is

much faster and customers want the hottest

styles on demand. To maintain EF’s reputation

and pride in being customer responsive, flying

is the only way to go. Or is it? If the company

was to achieve its stretch Carbon goals and

ship by sea instead, it would require a whole

new approach to their business model and

planning. Here’s where Regina and the

immensely powerful business planning and

materials purchasing process known as the

“Commits” comes in. 

Commits involves fabric purchase, demand

evaluation, style choice, negotiations with

brand partners, and supply chain members,

and much more. Changing commits would

require the enthusiasm and buy-in of most

everyone in the EF system. Could it happen?

Could they do it? Could their commitment to 

being part of the solution about climate

change happen? It would take the whole

system of players involved to get there and

that would have an impact on just about

everyone in the business and its supply chain. 

Amazing how starting with an idea about

carbon footprint ends up requiring the entire

company to make it happen. Despite their

brilliance, skill and experience, Amy’s social

consciousness team could not accomplish the

audacious systemic changes they wanted to

see on their own. I’ve seen this over and over

again in corporations who are on a

sustainability journey: when the “C-Suite” relies

on their CSR —Corporate Social Responsibility

— teams to get the job done, they consistently

fail. This is precisely why we must get the

“System in the Room” to succeed.

 

At EILEEN FISHER, the natural systems

metaphors were not so apparent. And yet we

were pretty sure that, to paraphrase Einstein,

“you can’t solve a problem with the same level

of thinking that created it.” To create a

visionary, exemplary, fully sustainable

company we would need to approach those

goals systemically.
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We named our environmental and social

stretch goals “The Riverbanks” a term that

stuck. The term is a metaphor for the sturdy

banks of a river that prevent destructive

floods while allowing the current to flow with

power. The framework was inspired by Rabbi

Nadya Gross who shares her Grandmother's

wisdom: a powerful flowing river requires

equally powerful banks to contain it. The

Riverbanks included our limits and our

aspirations. For example, “Zero Toxins” was a

Riverbank: a boundary we would not cross.

100% organic cotton was also a Riverbank: a

creative challenge we aspired to. 

You could feel the buzz in the room at the

end of Won Dharma. People had had their

individual breakthrough moments. Here’s

what sweater designer Julie Rubiner wrote

just after the offsite.

“The whole concept of sustainability has been

in the air for awhile … Yet at Won Dharma,

looking out over the Catskill hills, surrounded

by immense natural beauty - I felt a switch in

my body. This is real. We are doing this.

The Riverbanks gives us the path. It sets the

plan in motion. And there will be no

backsliding. This is it. We're here. We've begun.

We make exquisite clothes. And it's a toxic

business. We have to do our part to shift that.

We are going to be on the ground floor of

transforming materials and how the industry

makes clothes. Something I didn't see as part

of my career path 18 + years ago. So yes, I will

continue to say this work has a deeper

purpose. It drives our creativity. It's the right

thing to do.” The fact that someone in such an

influential position in the company as Julie

had made such a genuine commitment to the

work, and voiced that publicly was huge.

One of those new aspirations

was to dramatically reduce

Carbon footprint. What would it

take to get to “net Zero” Carbon?

Though we knew it would be

more than changing light bulbs,

the answer to the most

promising solution was not

obvious from the siloed

perspective of any one player.

We quickly affirmed the power of

having all the experts present in

one room to fully understand the

whole business and the scope of

the challenge. 

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION
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PIVOTAL MOMENT #4: 
THE CEO, EILEEN PROCLAIMS
SHE IS “ALL IN.”

Another pivotal moment as Eileen describes it. At one point I turned to her

and quietly asked if she was ready to commit to going for the big vision,

what she had begun calling 100% sustainability. She stood up and

announced to the whole room. “Yes! I am all in.” To have the iconic founder

and CEO of the company publicly proclaim her commitment to the vision

gave it tremendous momentum.

YES! I AM ALL IN.
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Amy: Taking the product system folks off-site in 2013 was just the starting point. It was

how we kept the work going for the next five years that really made all the difference.

In contrast to numerous examples of all-day meetings and off-sites in the past where

the work afterwards just never materialized. Why? Because we went back to our desks

after the big meeting and returned to business as usual. But after the visceral

breakthroughs for leaders like Eileen and Julie and Jacqui, we were determined not to

let that happen following Won Dharma. The next step was to turn ideas into action.

Within three weeks of the offsite, with momentum still strong, we created the

Sustainability Design Team. 

One thing was certain: we needed representation from key areas of the entire product

system in order to carry the work forward. So Candice and I identified 10 such

individuals, one each from Design, Business Operations, Commits, Manufacturing, and

Product Development, our two co-creative officers, and four from Social Consciousness.

Our goal? Sustainability transformation for the company. How would we do it? 

PIVOTAL MOMENT #5: 
THE CREATION OF THE
SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN TEAM

Sara: The DNA of Won Dharma included Systems

Thinking, Vision, Accountability, The stretch goal

Riverbanks, all while building a community of

relationships. These themes, conceived during

those three days, were developed, nurtured and

implemented via the SDT over the next five years.

And it was the SDT, in turn -- to borrow a

metaphor from the sea -- that set the compass to

true North, kept their eyes on the horizon, hands

at the helm, and heart in the journey. (see Sidebar

beginning p 36 on the SDT)
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Amy: Social Consciousness took Jacqui’s

challenge and ran with it. We framed out the

broad categories of our soon-to-be

Riverbanks goals into these eight buckets.

Our most important Riverbanks would be

those associated with the highest “leverage

points” in the system — the we want to

change most for the greatest impact. We

chose four on the environmental side:

materials, chemistry, carbon, and water. And

four on the social side: conscious business

practices, fair wages + benefits, worker voice,

and worker + community happiness. Shona

(our environmental leader) and Luna (our

human rights leader) then set out to meet

with key stakeholders in the company to flesh

each area out with both attainable and

stretch goals in each bucket. This work took

about 18 months, during which time we

gathered as many as thirty people from

across the company at a time to receive their

input and feedback on things like whether or

not we would really be able to shift all of our

cotton and linen to organic by 2020, or what

realistic goals we could set with regard to

shipping logistics, chemistry and many other

areas. 

PIVOTAL MOMENT #6:
FLESHING OUT THE RIVERBANKS —
OUR STRETCH TARGETS

We refined the Riverbanks, shared them with

our stakeholders for feedback, and made

more edits, while also starting the actual

work of transforming the way our clothes

were being made. It was an ongoing

challenge as the Riverbanks were always a

work in progress; the more we accomplished,

the more we learned, and the more we

refined our goals. 

In many ways, I’ve grown up with the

company as the company itself has grown up.

And Won Dharma showed up as a rite of

passage for both. Prior to Won Dharma, the

work of my team felt a lot like pushing a

boulder up a never-ending mountain. We’d

push it up several feet, and it would roll back

two. We’d push it a little more, and it would

roll back again. Each new request or

suggestion (such as introducing more organic

fiber or using less copy paper) required a

substantial amount of internal lobbying. 
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After Won Dharma, the system started to take on a life of its own. The design team formed

several working groups, each focused on different strategic areas, such as Sustainable

Materials and Artisanal Product. Manufacturing had Costing and Air to Sea. And so on. These

groups formed the basis for what would become business as usual. Today, seven years in,

those groups no longer needed. The work has been absorbed into the DNA of the company.

It just happens.

The SDT would lead EF to break all previous sustainability records and achieve those

environmental and social stretch targets in Vision 2020 including materials, carbon, water,

chemistry; worker voice, fair wage, and more. This of course required traditional quantitative

business metrics and drive. But it also required something more subtle. More in the feminine,

more about relationship. More unseen and unmeasurable, but essential nonetheless. 

The intentional cultivation of relationships, safety, reflection and moments of meaning,

created a rare bond on the Sustainability Design Team. It was this quality of genuine

connection, an unwavering focus on the vision, a sense of the power of the collective system,

in combination with the brilliant skill of each team leader in their respective fields, That led

the SDT, and ultimately Vision2020 to be so successful.
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From the inception of the Vision
2020 effort in 2013 to the writing
of this article 7 years later, we at
EILEEN FISHER had dramatic
success, “hitting” many of our
most audacious goals. We went
from 67% to 99% organic cotton.
Doubled the percentage of our
eco-preferred materials from 39%
to 78%. And developed a rigorous
social product score for every
item in our inventory. “Eco-
preferred” styles consistently
made up between 4 and 7 of the
top ten styles sold between 2015
and 2019. During that same time
period, Vision 2020 was covered
in the media nearly 400 times.
And 2017 marked one of the best
years in the company’s history.
But, for EILEEN FISHER, the true
impact of Vision 2020 was what it
meant for the industry. We
created a model for the apparel
industry and became a leading
champion of socially and
environmentally conscious
business. 

THE BOTTOM LINE IS... .
THIS WORK WAS GOOD FOR
BUSINESS — HERE’S WHY
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We are facing the battle of our generation that will determine the fate of our species.

Scientists tell us we have 10 years left to reverse the conditions that have led to global

warming. Droughts, floods, fires and other extreme weather events threaten the viability of all

life. Numbers of species, freshwater availability, soil health, are all trending precipitously in the

wrong direction. The apparel industry in particular, continues to demonstrate unchecked

growth in waste, carbon emissions, unlivable wages and more.

At EILEEN FISHER we realized that to solve these intractable problems we would have to go

beyond competitive, siloed approaches. The whole system would have to collaborate to create

new solutions that none of us could have seen on our own. In innovating such a systemic

approach — from concept to closet and back again — we fully engaged our CEO and founder

Eileen Fisher as well as leaders of design, supply chain, business operations and social

consciousness teams. By getting everyone on board in this way, we radically accelerated our

capacity to create a regenerative, sustainable, enterprise.

From the inception of the Vision 2020 effort in 2013 to the writing of this article 7 years later,

we at EILEEN FISHER had dramatic success, “hitting” many of our most audacious goals. We

went from 67% to 99% organic cotton. Doubled the percentage of our eco-preferred materials

from 39% to 78%. And developed a rigorous social product score for every item in our

inventory. “Eco-preferred” styles consistently made up between 4 and 7 of the top ten styles

sold between 2015 and 2019. During that same time period, Vision 2020 was covered in the

media nearly 400 times. And 2017 marked one of the best years in the company’s history. But,

for EILEEN FISHER, the true impact of Vision 2020 was what it meant for the industry.  We

created a model for the apparel industry and became a leading champion of socially and

environmentally conscious business. 

Wherever you find yourself in your organization’s system, you can lead. We invite you to follow

the principles and practices we describe here — find inspired partners, create audacious vision,

engage all stakeholders, define your strategy via systems analysis, and expect high

accountability from all players — and you can do this too. Starting now.

TIMES OF CRISIS REQUIRE RADICAL
INNOVATION. YOU’RE ON.
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I N  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  S E C T I O N  W E  W I L L  E X P A N D  O N

S Y S T E M S  T H I N K I N G
I N  A C T I O N
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A bit more about our “System in the Room” approach. The idea is that problems are

created and thus solved not in isolation, but by a system of players, who collectively have

the wisdom and define, understand, and transform that system. Imagine for example, you

are the Mayor of Somerville, MA and you are trying to solve the epidemic of childhood

bbesity in your city. Your goal is The abysmal fact is that more than 50% of the kids in your

town are obese. Your goal is to get to 100% fit kids in less than five years. How to do it? 

First you bring together the diverse community of people who together understand and

evaluate the problem. You identify the factors: sugar in drinks, processed foods, lack of

outdoor time, lack of exercise, subsidy of corn syrup by the government, expense of

organic foods by comparison, etc etc. Do broken windows in the neighborhood have

anything to do with it? First thought, no? Turns out when parents see the broken windows,

they feel less safe letting their kids play outside. Exercise goes down, obesity goes up. The

system includes all of these variables and more. So after we draw that out on paper with

the people closest to the problem helping to define its dimensions, we then invite

representatives from each of these stakeholder groups together to help address and solve

the issues. In isolation they can not understand it. 

In this example we’d invite the school nutritionist, the government legislator, the parents,

the soft-drink vendors, the enlightened police chief, and the neighborhood counsel

together in the same room. (For more about the real story behind using systems methods

to advance obesity prevention, see the article here published in journal, “Health Education

and Behavior.”) The system is too complex for any one of these individuals to fully

understand, define, and explain it, but together they can. We bring these people together

intentionally because collectively they can gain a full understanding of the system. We call

this getting “The System in the Room.” 

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION
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Why systems? Why systems thinking? Why take a systemic approach to creating businesses

more in harmony with the laws of life on this planet?

 

In the early 90s, when starting the first Sustainability Consortium for multinational

businesses, (was that an oxymoron? — sustainability and large corporations — we didn’t

know, but thought it important to try, given their massive impact on the health of the

Planet.) We met live with the late author, Professor and visionary thinker Donella Meadows.

Donella was a luminary in our field and we felt honored. We asked her, “If we could have

one theme for the new Sustainability consortium for business, what should it be?”

 

“Systems” she said without hesitation, “Teach a systems approach. Systems abound in

nature. There is nothing in nature that is not a system.” We are all interdependent and

interconnected.  

We breathe out carbon dioxide, the trees and all living green things “breathe” that in and

“exhale” oxygen. Exactly what we need to live. It’s as simple as that, as the Vietnamese

Monk Thich Nhat Hanh says, “we inter-breath” each other. The wolf depends on the deer.

And when that wolf decomposes it pushes up grass which the deer depends on for its life.

Our bodies depend on billions of microorganisms in our guts and those guys couldn’t

sustain themselves without us. When that tree dies and rots it becomes compost for the

soil, so that more green things can grow up and begin the food chain for crawling critters

all over again. Nature exists in a delicate, perfect, graceful, harmony of interdependence. As

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel says to live in “Radical Amazement at the Mystery wonder

and awe of creation.” There is nothing in nature that exists by itself. As sustainability guru

and architect Bill McDonough says, all waste equals food. There is no waste in nature.

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION

WE BREATHE OUT CARBON DIOXIDE, THE TREES
AND ALL LIVING GREEN THINGS “BREATHE” THAT
IN AND “EXHALE” OXYGEN. EXACTLY WHAT WE
NEED TO LIVE. IT’S AS SIMPLE AS THAT, AS THE
VIETNAMESE MONK THICH NHAT HANH SAYS,
“WE INTER-BREATH” EACH OTHER
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The elegance of nature’s design reminds me of Einstein’s teaching, “There are two ways

to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything

is a miracle.”

 

And yet, for the past 500 years or so of the Industrial Revolution, we’ve created

commerce as outlaws from nature. The structure has been linear instead of cyclical.

Take, make, waste. Extract, use, and throw away. Except there is no waste in nature,

we’ve learned. There is no “away” on this planet.

 

Increasingly we see the devastation that this outlaw stance — this literally un-natural

waste creation — has wreaked upon us. Carbon waste spewn into the atmosphere and

climate change. Toxic chemical waste in the waters and exponential growth of species

loss. Landfills leaching poisons. Could there even be a connection between our

destruction of ecosystems, the oscillating imbalance, and the bugs released in our

present global pandemic? I don’t have the facts or the science to back up that

assertion. But intuitively it makes sense.

 

For the survival of our species the take-make-waste linear model, unnatural as it is, has

got to go. And be replaced by the cyclical, systemic, interdependent example of nature.

Nature who has been successfully modeling this experiment of sustaining life for the

past 3.5 billion years. We could learn something from such a stellar teacher. 

 

Linear thinking is not limited to corporations. About a decade ago, we got a call from

the New York Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC). The commissioner, a

Republican appointee, asked us to teach them about systems and help “create a

structure that reflects the ecosystems they serve.” At that point they were organized in

silos – the water department, the air department, the soil department, the fish

department, etc. How do you solve PCBs in the rivers killing the fish? You can’t. Fish

literally didn’t talk to water at the DEC at that time. We went in to co-create a new

organization where they could.

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION
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SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION:

11 STEPS AS APPLIED IN THE EILEEN FISHER STORY.*

*Model co-created with Linda Booth Sweeney
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W h a t  d o  y o u  w a n t  t o  h a v e  h a p p e n ?
C r e a t e  c o l l e c t i v e  p o w e r  b y  a r t i c u l a t i n g
y o u r  s h a r e d  v i s i o n :

0 1

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION:

11 STEPS AS APPLIED IN THE
EILEEN FISHER STORY.

Deciding to Go to Won Dharma to do Vision,

System, Strategy, Action

 The Vision 2020: Stretch Goals in all the 8

Riverbanks

C u r r e n t  R e a l i t y :  W h a t ’ s  h a p p e n i n g  n o w0 2

In 2013, baseline metrics relative to the vision. For

example current reality of 67% Organic Cotton

with goal of 100%

0 3

See above: In the organic cotton example,

the Gap between our goal of 100% and our

current reality of 67%

I d e n t i f y  t h e  g a p  b e t w e e n  y o u r  V i s i o n
a n d  y o u r  C u r r e n t  R e a l i t y :  t h i s  i s  t h e
e n e r g y  t h a t  p o w e r s  y o u r  c h a n g e :

0 4

For each goal there are “variables” aka

drivers that are essential to and will build

our momentum towards reaching that goal.

In the cotton example these include factors

internal to the company such as designer

buy-in, materials sourcers buy-in, etc. As

well as stakeholders external to the

company like building relationships with

organic farmers.

N a m e  t h e  V a r i a b l e s  t h a t  d r i v e  t h e
s y s t e m :
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From the map all can agree on “high leverage”

priority actions that emerge from the system.

What are the two or three things we can do

that will give us the most “bang for the buck.”

To reduce carbon footprint, the highest

leverage by far was to switch from air

shipments to sea shipments. And this

paradigm shift involves just about everybody

in the company

0 7 S e t  p r i o r i t i e s

0 5

We co-create a systems map. A shared visual

that allows all stakeholders to see and

understand the system and see their part in the

unique and powerful place in that system thus

allowing them to see the potential power of

their actions to make change. 

The designer sees how her design choices

influence the use of organic materials. The

materials sourcer sees how she is responsible to

build relationships with organic sources, the CEO

sees how her inspiration, leadership and policies

are essential to making this work. 

M a p  i t :  M a p  t h e  s y s t e m  t o  u n l e a s h  y o u r
s t r a t e g y  f o r  b r i d g i n g  t h e  g a p  b e t w e e n
y o u r  a u d a c i o u s  v i s i o n  a n d  y o u r  c u r r e n t
d a y  t o  d a y .

F i n d  y o u r  b i g g e s t  “ b a n g  f o r  t h e  b u c k " :
F r o m  t h e  m a p ,  i d e n t i f y  a r e a s  o f
h i g h e s t  l e v e r a g e  f o r  e f f e c t i v e  a c t i o n .

0 6

What two or three actions will we take for

each leverage point to move towards our

vision. In the case of moving from air to sea

shipments, we’ll need to do a comprehensive

analysis of our business planning process.

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION:

11 STEPS AS APPLIED IN THE EILEEN FISHER STORY.
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0 8

Who are the key stakeholders needed now to

take action? We’ll need to engage business

planners, account managers, key customers, the

C Suite and more to begin to walk the path to

go from air to sea.

E n g a g e  p a r t n e r s

0 9

Go out there and do it! Take action, experiment.

C h a n g e  t h e  W o r l d ! !

1 0

Measure your progress.

After Won Dharma we set up a sustainability

metrics team responsible for measurement,

analysis and feedback to all key stakeholders.

This served as key tool for learning, “tweaking”

processes, and changing course as needed.

M e a s u r e ,  R e f l e c t ,  L e a r n

1 1

An essential step to radical innovation and

systems change initiatives that is often

forgotten: take time to celebrate, acknowledge

each other and be grateful! This work is a

Marathon not a sprint and we need to re-

charge and renew our energy along the way.

We created specific rituals around this for the

Sustainability Design Team. Frequent standing

ovations for folks doing great things (always

made us laugh, but worked every time.)

Chocolate. Putting on some music and

dancing out the tension. Getting outside to

reconnect with nature to remember why we’re

doing this in the first place

C e l e b r a t e  a n d  R e n e w

SYSTEMS THINKING IN ACTION:

11 STEPS AS APPLIED IN THE EILEEN FISHER STORY.
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Sara: EILEEN FISHER’s culture was like none I’d

ever witnessed in my quarter century of working

with corporations. As I’ve written above the

leaders, including VP of Manufacturing, VP of

Sales, CFO and more – positions often held by

white men -- were ALL women. Not the “devil-

wears-prada” stereotype of New York City

fashion praying mantis eat-your-head-off kind of

women. But nice. I was in disbelief. Was this

really a successful half-billion-dollar business? 

In addition, Eileen was famously a devoted

meditator. Mindful Magazine had recently had

her on the cover sitting lotus style with a

caption “the iconic clothing designer on why

kindness is good for business.” The trend – made

chic by Google in CA -- was moving from the

fringe to center in some businesses. By the time

I got there, EF was starting every meeting with

the chime of a Tibetan bell and the invitation to

spend a few minutes paying attention to your

breath. There was a bell in every room in the

building.

So, the soil was rich to grow a different culture

in our Sustainability Design Team. What would

you call a good perfect storm? Eileen’s culture

of the feminine, plus reflection, plus

experimentation would converge to allow us to

take risks that other businesses up til now

would not allow. 

Here are the things that we did that were

unorthodox, and yet led I believe to the great

success of the SDT and in turn, of Vision2020.

Many of the practices are deceptively simple,

but they add up to a culture of relationship and

achievement, reflection and action, work and

play that allows for something new to be born.

They are essential to creating a team culture

that works for the long haul, and that’s why we

want you to know about them.

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  D E S I G N  T E A M :
T H E  P E O P L E  A N D  T H E  C U L T U R E  W H O  P U T  S Y S T E M S
T H I N K I N G  I N T O  A C T I O N .
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Physical structure is power and the old school

meeting configuration of rows with someone

directing from the front of the room, gives

power to that person. Large rectangular

conference tables also confer power to the

person at the head. The table serves literally to

get in the way of connection. I begin my day,

before anyone gets there moving the furniture.

Tables get folded and removed, rows disappear

and are magically transformed into a circle. No

barriers between us. There is something ancient

– our ancestors sitting around a fire? – about

that circle that allows for a deeper more

meaningful connection. Imagine for a second

yourself in both configurations, the lines and

the circle. Which is more conducive to

conversation, co-creation, learning?

Now imagine the chatter and small talk and

buzz of a typical pre- Covid meeting space. It is

fun, but frenetic and unfocused. Not yet

conducive to meaningful work. After a few

minutes of this is when we “play” the bell. In the

beginning it is me, and as the years progress,

others take on the role. Now I invite people into

the present moment. 

“Feel your feet on the ground, the Earth below

solidly, generously supporting you.” I’m already

into language I would never have used at Ford

Motor Co or Shell Oil. Maybe I should have… “

Draw your shoulders up to your ears, squeeze

tight and then let them go. Again. . . Now I

invite you to feel and follow your breath as I

play this bell as an invitation to land here in this

moment.”

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  D E S I G N  T E A M  ( C O N T )

First: move
the furniture. 
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And they do.

While they are in this space of presence, I read

a few lines of poetry for inspiration and to

begin to integrate life and left brain.

This Rumi one of my favorites:

“The Breeze at Dawn has secrets to tell you

don’t go back to sleep. You must ask for what

you really want, don’t go back to sleep…”

The invitation to ask for what you really want

and to stay awake flows into the next moment

of landing, which is through five minutes of

writing.

I ask them to get out their journals and

respond to these two essential questions:

What are you grateful for and what do you

want to have happen?

The first question, about gratitude, is the way

to start the day in many of the world’s wisdom

traditions. Yet it seems radical to start a

business meeting that way. Well we already

broke that ice with the Tibetan Bell. The power

of the Gratitude question I find, is that it sets a

tone of abundance, joy, appreciation instead of

the standard corporate scarcity, fear, and

cynicism. A vastly superior place to create

from. And, afterall we are a design team.

The second question, what do you want to

have happen, also speaks volumes. It suggests

that the writer has agency over what will

happen here. She is not a victim, a passive

recipient of the leader's whims. She is an equal

co-creator of what will emerge this day. With

this comes responsibility and freedom. Rather

than standing back in silent judgement, she is

“all in” for contributing to the success of our

collective effort. It makes a difference.

THE BREEZE AT DAWN HAS
SECRETS TO TELL YOU
DON’T GO BACK TO SLEEP.
YOU MUST ASK FOR WHAT
YOU REALLY WANT, DON’T
GO BACK TO SLEEP…”
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I then invite people to share in pairs. This step

is key because what women have shared in

their writing can be vulnerable. It is easier to

share in this more intimate duo. It also gives

women who don’t have a chance to get to

work together the opportunity to get to know

each other. The room buzzes again, but with

a palpably different energy.  

This kind of grounded, connected, and

reflective beginning, creates a fresh

receptivity and intelligence for whatever the

challenging content of the day will be. Be it

wrestling with any of our eight “Riverbanks”

stretch goals on Carbon, Water, Toxins,

Materials, Living Wage, Worker Voice, Worker

Happiness, or conscious business practices.

There are competing narratives and needs,

potential power struggles, different

interpretations of the problem, varying levels

of comfort with risk. And many more classic

business challenges. Setting up the team

dynamics in this way makes it all much more

doable. 

Equally as important to the creative,

relational opening to the day is our “take

names and numbers” closing. It’s essential to

balance lofty vision with concrete action. 

Again the methodology is deceptively simple,

but absolutely critical to the success of any

team. We call it the “XYZs” and a few seasons

into the creation of the SDT, the XYZs became

shorthand for how we would end every

meeting: with specific accountability. It’s a

flipchart with three columns, Thing X, by  I

then invite people to share in pairs. This step

Person Y, by Time Z. For example meeting with

#1 customer about Commits revisions, by

Regina, by Friday. I say this is deceptively

simple because if any one of the three

dimensions: person, action or deadline is left

unclear, nothing gets done and no vision is

manifest. Conversely when all three are

present, action happens and we get closer to

our dreams. The team learns to hold each

other accountable to these deadlines and

individual players in turn are motivated to

follow through to honor their commitment to

the team. It works. It is empowering and

energizing as people start to see progress and

know together they can get it done. And when

they do, we exaggerate our celebration with

standing ovations that never fail to please.

Giving us energy for the next task on the

horizon.
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Amy Hall, former VP of Social Consciousness

at EILEEN FISHER, brings over 25 years of

expertise in sustainability and social justice

in the apparel industry to her work in

building regenerative enterprise. Through

board service, brand collaborations, and

public speaking, Amy regularly advocates

for net positive impact rather than doing

less harm.

 A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R S

Sara Schley, CEO and founder of SEED SYSTEMS,

applies a systems thinking approach to her work in

creating a regenerative, inclusive and kind world.

Her authenticity, wisdom, and expertise have

served her well in her work with Nike, EILEEN

FISHER, MIT, Ben & Jerry’s and more. In addition,

Sara is Co-Founder along with Eileen Fisher and

others, of WeTheChange, a network of over 250 B

Corporation Women leaders all dedicated to

creating a radically inclusive and richly

regenerative global economy.

 A B O U T  S E E D  S Y S T E M S
We believe change happens from the inside out.

Sara Schley and Joe Laur are the creators of Seed Systems, an international consulting company established

in 1994. Pioneering in the field of sustainability in business, Seed Systems has served over 50 enterprises and

1000s of individuals in corporate, non-profit, government and academic sectors, including such luminaries

as EILEEN FISHER, Nike, MIT and Ben&Jerry’s. Versatile and innovative with expertise refined over 25 years of

practice in designing, facilitating, teaching and coaching, Seed Systems is your go to partner for leading

with integrity and impact.

Let us help you!
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